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Title:
Motivational processes and dysfunctional mechanisms of social media use among
adolescents: A qualitative focus group study
Highlights


Qualitative focus groups were used to examine social media use motives



Six motivational themes for social media use were identified



Motives included emotional regulation and enhancement, and need for control



The need for control appeared to be reinforced by FoMO and nomophobia



Control phenomena may be implicated in compulsive use

Abstract
Childhood and adolescent experiences have undergone a major transition in interaction
with digital technologies since the advent of smartphones. Following a needs
assessment study, adolescent online uses and motivations for social networking site use
were explored. Six focus groups (comprising 42 adolescent students of secondary
schools in the UK) were recruited. Transcripts were analysed using thematic analysis.
Six motivational themes emerged from the analysis, reflecting interactivity and need
for control of content and relationships, exhibiting the dynamic nature of engagement
with social networking sites: (i) symbiotic relationship with peers online via social
media and smartphone attachment, (ii) digital omnipresence related to the need for
control and loss of control, (iii) emotional regulation and enhancement, (iv) idealization
versus normalization of self and others, (v) peer comparison and ego validation, and
(vi) functionality - facilitation of communication functions. These findings offer an
1
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understanding of the key drivers of normative adolescent social media behaviour that
go beyond the theoretical associations with Uses and Gratifications Theory and SelfDetermination Theory, suggesting an additional alternative motivational factor for
social media use, that of need to control relationships, content, presentation and
impressions. This need may be underlying FoMO and nomophobia and could therefore
be responsible for increasing engagement or compulsive use. These findings shed light
on cognitive-emotive aspects that may be implicated in problematic use and may inform
interventions targeting excessive or problematic screen time and specific social media
use aspects that merit scientific attention.

Keywords: social media use; social networking sites; social media addiction;
motivations; adolescents; internet addiction

1. Introduction
Generation Z (born between1995-2012) and Generation Alpha (born between
2013-2025) are the first generations to become immersed in technologies with active
engagement in the production of digital media content, especially since the introduction
of smartphones (Bobkowski, Shafer, & Ortiz, 2016; Twenge, Martin, & Campbell,
2018). Social networking sites (SNSs) constitute a new social milieu for adolescents
that provide numerous opportunities and ways for diverse interaction (Kuss & Griffiths,
2017). Smartphones have facilitated access to SNSs, which account for a large part of
overall adolescent screen time. Recent data indicate that 95% of US adolescents (aged
13-17 years) have access to smartphones and more than half have access to a tablet,
with 45% reporting access almost constantly, and 44% several times a day (Pew
Research Center, 2018a). In the UK (where the present study was conducted), 83% of
12-15 year olds have their own smartphone, 99% go online daily, and 26% mainly use
2
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a smartphone to go online, while also reporting that this is the device they would miss
the most out of all devices (Ofcom, 2017).
Social media use is a complementary and indispensable part of everyday
adolescent life with an active engagement of versatile tools and applications, offering
a wide range of services and functions for their users (Giannakos et al., 2013; Kuss &
Griffiths, 2017). Social media is operationally defined as the sum of blogs, social
networking sites (i.e., Facebook), micro blogs (i.e., Twitter), content sharing sites (i.e.,
Instagram, Snapchat), Wikis, and interactive video-gaming sites (i.e., Massive
Multiplayer Online Games, e.g., World of Warcraft) that allow users to co-construct
and share content (Kuss & Griffiths, 2017). Adolescents present a different usage
profile from adults, where Facebook is no longer the platform of choice: recent usage
data has showed that YouTube (85%), Instagram (72%) and Snapchat (69%), followed
by Facebook (51%) are the platforms with the highest usage rate, with 35% of US teens
reporting using Snapchat more often than all the other major social media platforms
(Pew Research Center, 2018b). YouTube is the most recognized and the most preferred
platform for access for all types of content amongst UK adolescents aged 12-15 years
(Ofcom, 2017) and presented with the highest use change for those aged between 3-11
years (Ofcom, 2017). In the UK, Snapchat use has doubled the number of adolescent
users who view it as their main social media profile (32% in 2017 vs. 16% in 2016;
Ofcom, 2017).
Technological affordances and key industry trends inevitably impact usage and
functionality. Amongst current trends reported are the re-prioritization of interactions
over passive media consumption, the replacement of text messaging by live video
chatting and short recorded videos, the augmented reality interactions in live video
conversations, and the integration of more real world-settings (i.e., live messenger
support and payments; ‘Digital in 2018’, 2018). The technological landscape inevitably
3
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influences usage, but also ensuing psychological processes. For example, the transient
and self-destructive nature of Snapchat appears to provide a more congruent
communication, but it also creates relational challenges (Vaterlaus, Barnett, Roche, &
Young, 2016).
The use of social media has been found to play a critical role in fostering
positive youth development and future civic engagement (Lee & Horsley, 2017) and it
is used primarily for socializing and leisure, as well as for public life interests (Boyd,
2014). For adolescents, a key developmental task that is related to online usage is
identity development (Ragelienė, 2016) facilitated through the interaction of self with
others to clarify identity development versus role confusion (Erickson, 1968). SNSs
facilitate friendship formation and maintenance and provide social support for the
development of behaviours, goals, and attitudes. These are fuelled by modelling and/or
social pressure (Borca, Bina, Keller, Gilbert, & Begotti, 2015; Poulin & Chan, 2010).
At the same time, adolescents distance themselves from primary attachment figures
(Fuligni & Eccles, 1993; Papini, Roggman, & Anderson, 1991). By modelling an
identity via a social media profile, adolescents expose themselves to peer review that
facilitates identity formation, social reality, and status negotiation (Boyd, 2007;
Balakrishnan & Griffiths, 2017). However, adolescents are a vulnerable population
when it comes to online use (Kuss & Griffiths, 2011). During early adolescence, the
emotional state is characterized by less positivity and more instability (Larson, Moneta,
Richards, & Wilson, 2002). Furthermore, self-regulatory processes and emotional
control are still developing (Berthelsen, Hayes, White, & Williams, 2017), and internet
use is increased (Rideout, Foehr, & Roberts, 2010). However, adolescents lack a fully
developed self-regulatory capacity to control its use (Pokhrel et al., 2013). Additionally,
there is evidence of susceptibility to self-image perceptions and peer comparisons that
may lead to a low self-worth and potentially to the development of eating disorders,
4
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depression, and obesity (Voelker, Reel, & Greenleaf, 2015). Since SNS use constitutes
a salient activity in everyday life and with concerns about excessive screen time on a
physical and psychosocial level (Asare, 2015; Atkin, Sharp, Corder, & van Sluijs,
2014), and a small minority of adolescents may develop maladaptive behaviours
potentially leading to addiction or other disorders (Griffiths, Lopez-Fernandez,
Throuvala, Pontes, & Kuss, 2018), it is vital to understand adolescents’ key motivations
driving SNS usage.
Different motivational factors for social media use have been proposed in the
psychological literature (for reviews, see Kuss & Griffiths [2011, 2017]). Recent
empirical studies share commonalities in their findings concerning the key motivational
factors

including

entertainment,

information-seeking,

personal

utility,

and

convenience, with social interactive gratification and mobile convenience exhibiting
the highest impact on all other forms (Al-Menayes, 2015). Other motivations include
online communication and online-self-disclosure, psychological need satisfaction
(Ang, Abu Talib, Tan, Tan, & Yaacob, 2015), need for popularity (Utz, Tanis, &
Vermeulen, 2011), social competition in trying to get the most ‘likes’ (Balakrishnan &
Griffiths, 2017),identity formation, enhancing personal values and sense of
connectedness, social interaction, and mobile convenience functions (Ha, Kim,
Libaque-Saenz, Chang, & Park, 2015). The need for constant availability and
validation, perceived enjoyment, social relationship formation, mood regulation,
entertainment, and a need to conform with group norms, have been also identified
(Chen et al., 2017).
Various theories and models have been proposed to explain adolescent
motivations of using SNSs. Two of the most prominent theories are the (i) SelfDetermination Theory (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Deci & Ryan, 1985), with three main
psychological needs (autonomy, relatedness and competence), and (ii) Uses and
5
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Gratifications Theory (Blumler & Katz, 1974; Katz, Blumler, & Gurevitch, 1973),
where gratifications drive mobile SNS use by emphasizing the hedonic, integrative and
mobile dimensions of adolescent motivations. Based on these theories or a combination
of them, scholars have proposed various motivational categories for SNS use (AlMenayes, 2015; Ang et al., 2015; Ha et al., 2015; Kircaburun, Alhabash, Tosuntaş, &
Griffiths, 2018; K.-Y. Lin & Lu, 2011). Other theories relating to motivations of SNS
use refer to identity development or social identity deficits. The social enhancement
hypothesis (or ‘rich get richer’) proposes that individuals with larger offline social
networks engage in more extensive online network building to strengthen relationships
(Kraut et al., 2002). Social compensation theory claims that online communication is
likely to be used for social compensation and social facilitation in order to offset lack
of social skills or difficulties with peer face-to-face interactions and peer
disengagement (Valkenburg, Schouten, & Peter, 2005). Personal identity (the personal
characteristics that are unique to the individual), social identity (stemming from
awareness of membership in a social group along with the value ascribed and the
emotional attribution of this membership), and self-esteem building (Tajfel, 1978) have
also been proposed to underlie SNS use (Griffiths & Kuss, 2011). Based on the
Sociometer Theory (Leary & Baumeister, 2000), self-esteem is a function of the
relational value and the degree of social acceptance within a social environment. This
relational value in SNS use has been confirmed empirically (Valkenburg, Koutamanis,
& Vossen, 2017), but is influenced by many other individual factors (e.g., a strong
purposeful life, self-esteem, etc.; Burrow & Rainone, 2017).
Various factors mediate the relationship between motivations and SNS use,
such as age, gender, and introversion (Valkenburg et al., 2005), high intensity, and
bonding social capital (Piwek & Joinson, 2016), as well as different motivational
factors for specific features versus general use of social media platforms (Smock,
6
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Ellison, Lampe, & Wohn, 2011). Additionally, external (i.e., the parent-adolescent
relationship) and personal antecedents (i.e., deficient self-regulation, habit strength)
play an important role in time spent on SNSs and have been found to relate to
dependence on SNSs for identity development in adolescents (Lee, Ho, & Lwin, 2017).
Therefore, engagement with the online environment is dynamic and evolving, and
requires empirical investigation that can shed light on fresh perspectives and insights
behind adolescent use.
More recent psychological phenomena emerging from SNS use, such as the
‘fear of missing out’ (FoMO) – the need to be online to avoid feelings of apprehension
when one is absent from rewarding experience that others may have (Przybylski,
Murayama, DeHaan, & Gladwell, 2013) – has been associated with a reinforcing use
of social media and prompting a vicious cycle of engagement (Buglass, Binder, Betts,
& Underwood, 2017). Empirical evidence has demonstrated that FoMO and
preoccupation with feeling unpopular or isolated leads to higher Facebook use and
stress responses (Beyens, Frison, & Eggermont, 2016). Similarly ‘nomophobia’ (no
mobile phobia) – feelings of anxiety and distress for not being able to communicate and
access information, losing connectedness and giving up convenience (Yildirim &
Correia, 2015) – is associated with problematic smartphone use and endorses a habitual
checking state that is further reinforced by ‘informational rewards’ (Oulasvirta,
Rattenbury, Ma, & Raita, 2012).
A growing body of literature provides evidence of stress, anxiety, compulsive
and depressive symptomatology associated with excessive social media use (Barry,
Sidoti, Briggs, Reiter, & Lindsey, 2017; Griffiths, Kuss, & Demetrovics, 2014;
Griffiths et al., 2018; O’Keeffe, Clarke-Pearson, & Council on Communications and
Media, 2011; Reid & Weigle, 2014; Royal Society for Public Health, 2017; Weinstein,
2018). Young people present with a paradox. Despite the high use and popularity of
7
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specific social media platforms, young people consider these same platforms as having
a high net negative impact in terms of mental health (Royal Society for Public Health,
2017). Nomophobia, FoMO, and habitual checking behaviours are becoming more
prevalent and have been associated with anxiety, depression, and problematic
smartphone use (Elhai, Levine, Dvorak, & Hall, 2016), raising a need to explore the
process that relate social media use and motivations to these mechanisms. Despite these
concerns, the process of how these maladaptive psychological states are related to
adolescent motivations has been far less explored.
Additionally, adolescent motivations should be regularly evaluated. First, due
to the constant evolving nature of SNSs, their perceived value may be shifting (i.e.
Snapchat and Instagram have grown at considerably faster rates than Facebook use),
reflecting a diverse user experience (Pew Research Center, 2018a). Second, the
proliferation of platforms offers a multiplicity of new features and services that promote
use and offers additional incentives for user engagement (from online social games, to
instant messengers, video chats, news feeds, etc.). Motivations for use may shift, be
intensified and/or skewed towards any of these SNS tailored services that may be driven
by the need for satisfaction of specific needs (i.e., need for one-to-one or smaller group
communication on instant messengers [IMs] rather than public posts or need for
achievement in online social games). One such feature is the introduction of streaks on
Snapchat, which highlights the number of consecutive days in a row that one individual
has sent at least one photo to another individual – that appear to account for more
frequent and compulsive involvement with the platform (Griffiths, 2018). Third,
smartphones facilitate access and the increasing provision of free Wi-Fi services,
reinforce frequency of use, and provide further incentives for adolescent online
engagement.
Contemporary research examining the underlying motivations of social media
8
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use highlights mainly positive motives. However, the processes of how latent needs and
motivations are related to prolonged engagement, higher checking behaviours, FoMO,
nomophobia, and potentially more compulsive use, is much less explored.
Consequently, the present study attempts to fill this gap in knowledge by identifying
motivational factors underlying current usage and attitudes and highlight their
associations with anxiety-inducing phenomena experienced by adolescents (i.e., FoMO
and nomophobia). The present authors believe that adolescent internal control
processes, FoMO and nomophobia do not occur in vacuum but rather underpin
adolescents’ use and motivations, in addition to social and functional needs. It was
therefore, hypothesized that adolescent motivational factors would be underpinned by
(i) dysfunctional mechanisms of FoMO, (ii) nomophobia, and (iii) peer pressure for
constant presence and interactivity online and (iv) need for checking. This hypothesis
is extending research evidence suggesting that FoMO mediates need satisfaction, mood
and engagement, which may lead to a cyclical process reinforcing use (Buglass et al.,
2017; Przybylski et al., 2013; Wegmann, Oberst, Stodt, & Brand, 2017), and
nomophobia, peer pressure and habit-forming checking behaviours potentially involved
in higher usage (Guyer, Caouette, Lee, & Ruiz, 2014; Guyer, Choate, Pine, & Nelson,
2012; King et al., 2013; Olivencia-Carrión, Ferri-García, Rueda, Jiménez-Torres, &
López-Torrecillas, 2018; Oulasvirta et al., 2012). Findings can help: (i) educators and
parents develop their understanding and communication skills with adolescents on
digital issues, (ii) public policy to embed research concerning motivations in prevention
or intervention initiatives against excessive social media use, and (iii) clinicians who
deal with adolescents to gain insight into processes driving adaptive and maladaptive
SNS usage in the overall life context of the adolescent.
2. Methods
2.1 Participants
9
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Participants (N = 42) aged 12-16 years (M = 13.5 years, SD = 2.3) were selected
in collaboration with three local secondary schools in the East Midlands area of the UK,
including a mix of an all-female school and two co-educational schools. Students were
primarily white (63%), black (22%) and East Asian (15%), with an almost even gender
split (48/52 female/male) and from diverse socio-economic communities: upper socioeconomic (20%), middle (54%), and lower (26%). This study targeted adolescents due
to the: (i) high online usage this age group exhibits, and the vulnerability to peer
evaluations and risk behaviours (Helms et al., 2014), (ii) heightened vulnerability to
excessive online use, leading potentially to addictive symptoms (Kuss et al., 2013), and
(iii) development of body-image concerns and an overemphasis on peer comparisons
that may be associated with the development of eating disorders, obesity and
dysfunctional exercise (Meier & Gray, 2014; Voelker et al., 2015).
2.2 Design
A qualitative study was conducted to explore adolescent students’ views and
attitudes on SNS, reflect on personal experiences, and understand the processes
underlying and driving use. The aim of the study was to investigate the uses,
motivations, and values that are ascribed to screen time and SNS use among
adolescents. Focus groups were the chosen method to provide a breadth of accounts
from participants. Accounts of the uses and motivational factors were investigated with
qualitative methodology and analysed with the use of thematic analysis (TA; Braun &
Clarke, 2006; Clarke & Braun, 2017). TA is a theoretically flexible approach, applying
a theoretical framework that guides the authors’ analytic choices, and is an “organic
approach” (Braun & Clark 2017, p.297) to coding and theme generation that supports
the active role of the researcher. Qualitative research allows for the in-depth exploration
of the underlying issues and motivations for the occurrence of a behaviour, providing a
comprehensive understanding of the deeper experience of individuals (Willig, 2013).
10
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Focus groups were transcribed and analysed using TA (Braun & Clarke, 2006)
and the NVivo 11 software for the generation of themes. Analysis comprised six stages
(Table 1): (i) familiarization with the data following multiple readings of the transcripts,
(ii) generating initial codes via open coding with the extraction and isolation of
verbatim quotes, (iii) searching for themes both under the discussion topic and
emerging ones based on extracts from the transcripts, (iv) reviewing initial codes and
identifying any latent themes and then combining into preliminary themes, (v) refining
and developing of themes in subsequent iterations, and (vi) consolidating further the
identified themes under fewer themes.
The respective questions and design were informed by previous research on
SNS usage and motivations (Al-Menayes, 2015; Barker, 2009; Boyd, 2007; Liu et al.,
2016; Przybylski et al., 2013; Valkenburg et al., 2017, 2005). A total of six focus
groups, comprising 6-8 students in each group, were conducted in three secondary
school settings in the UK. More specifically, the present study assessed the: (i) students’
SNS use, and (ii) the main drivers of online engagement with SNSs. The focus groups
were semi-structured, lasted approximately 60 minutes in duration, and were audiorecorded. A number was assigned to each participant to maintain confidentiality. Each
focus group included open-ended questions based on a semi-structured focus group
guide, centred on the experience of social media use in the daily context and within
relationships and the primary motives for use. Questions specific to SNSs were used in
the present study (e.g., “Which social media apps are you mostly using?”, “Why do you
think you are using [name of platform mentioned]?”, and “What are your peers’ reasons
for using social media?”). Participants offered descriptive accounts, and with further
probing (i.e. “Why is this your least favourite platform?”) additional narratives
emerged.
2.3 Procedure
11
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The ethics committee of the research team’s university approved the framework
of the study and the relevant materials (i.e., focus group guide, information sheet,
student consent and debrief forms, socio-demographics sheet). A parental opt-out form
was sent out by the school administration on behalf of the research team. The study was
explained by the primary researcher in an informative email to the schools that was then
followed up with face-to-face contacts with the schools’ head teachers and the head of
pastoral care. Upon agreement for participation, information sheets about the nature of
the study were distributed electronically from the school administration to the parental
community along with parental opt-out forms in case parents wanted to exclude their
child from participation in the study. The location and time of each focus group was
arranged by the school administration to accommodate for school priorities. The
aforementioned procedure took place in all schools and the focus groups took place
across two visits to each school. The sign-up for participation was conducted by the
schools’ administrators during students’ lunchtime and there was no compensation or
reward provided for participation. Students were assigned participant numbers and the
focus group sessions were audio-recorded. Each focus group was invited to discuss the
topic of social media use, the platforms of choice, and the reasons for using each
platform and to comment on own experiences as well as that of their peers.
2.4 Data analysis
Codes were initially developed by the first author and another member of the
research team. These were then discussed with the remaining members of the research
group as coding developed. Braun and Clarke (2018) do not recommend second coding
and inter-rater reliability (IRR) to be undertaken in data analysis, because TA assumes
a flexible, organic and reflexive approach that should not necessarily be guided by
positivist/realist assumptions. However, to ensure rigor and trustworthiness of data
(Nowell, Norris, White, & Moules, 2017) and the consistency of the analytical
12
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procedure, inter-rater reliability was conducted to assess the level of agreement
(Armstrong, Gosling, Weinman, & Marteau, 1997). The first author and one of the
research team members independently engaged in separate analyses to identify themes
across transcripts (Miles & Huberman, 1994). A high level of agreement was observed
when results were discussed and differences in opinions were resolved through
discussion. Different conceptualizations of the subthemes were discussed and justified
amongst researchers. Following discussion of the different accounts, they were either
merged or excluded from the analysis. Following assessment, there was an 80%
agreement between the coders on 93% of the codes.
Themes were identified at both a semantic and a latent level to develop a more
in-depth understanding of adolescent usage and key motives suggested (i.e.,
convenience and connectivity). Therefore, the final formulation of the themes was
latent, following a social constructivist epistemological approach to TA (Braun &
Clarke, 2006), given research questions related to perceptions of social media use and
motives underlying use that refer not only to explicit motives (i.e., communication with
peers), but also implicit meanings (i.e., peer comparison and validation) in a socially
constructed experience. The coding system made reference to which of the six focus
groups the selected quote was from (i.e., ‘FG2’ means the second focus group),
followed by a reference to gender (M=male, F=female) and participant number (i.e.,
M3). Consequently, the code ‘FG5F2’ refers to a quote from female participant number
two in the fifth focus group.
Table 1
Defining phases of thematic analysis followed
Phases of thematic analysis

Detailed account of processes in phases

Phase 1: Data familiarization

Engage repeatedly with the data, document reflective thoughts and
impressions about potential themes
13
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Phase 2: Generating initial
codes
Phase 3: Searching for themes
Phase 4: Reviewing themes
Phase 5: Defining and naming
themes
Phase 6: Consolidation of
themes/Analysis justification

Start line-by-line coding, document team meeting debrief, use
reflexive diary – note keeping per code,
Combine codes, render themes, develop hierarchies of concepts and
themes, hierarchically structured codebook, keep notes on
development of semantic and latent themes
Team members examine codebook of themes and sub-themes of
both two team members against transcripts, look for recurring
patterns and differences
Discuss final discrepancies in theme generation, critical assessment,
reach research team consensus
Describe the process of coding and analysis, report on reasons for
methodological and analytical choices, findings illustrated with
quotes

3. Results
3.1 Adolescent perceptions for online uses, attitudes and platforms of choice
3.1.1 Social media platforms of choice
Social media use was viewed by adolescents as indispensable for
communication with friends and family, a source for information, learning and
validation, and a source of inspiration for one’s interests. The platforms of choice for
participants were Instagram, Snapchat, and YouTube, and the least favourable platform
was Facebook due to it being perceived (i) as a complex platform in design, offering
more complicated features (i.e., uploading of videos), (ii) the platform of choice for
adults and older generations, and (iii) filled with adverts and pop-up advertising
messages that were viewed as negative and intrusive. Snapchat and Instagram were
considered as complementary platforms with complementary functions and as
necessary platforms to engage with. However, all platforms were perceived as
gradually converging and losing their distinctiveness by introducing successful
competitor features or services within their own platforms (Facebook added live stories,
which was seen as copying content from Instagram; Instagram added news features,
etc.).
3.1.2 Social media with values and norms
14
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Each platform was perceived as serving a different purpose. Instagram was
viewed as an idealistic picture-sharing, slice-of-life application that was a source of
inspiration for an individual’s life activities and interests. The majority of adolescents
reported having a second account on Instagram, called Finstagram, that was a private
account, shared only with very close friends and where communications were
exchanged in a more intimate fashion. Adolescents held this account to maintain
privacy and to relate more closely with their inner circle of friends. The second more
private account was preferred and considered to be free from social comparison and
scrutiny, with posts that were perceived as fun, relatable, "normal, more of an inner
circle thing" (FG2F6) and easier to follow. Similarly, Snapchat was the “inner-circle”
platform, where more humoristic, self-sarcastic, and fun aspects of everyday life were
shared among close friends. YouTube was mainly used by adolescents to watch
television series and movies, instead of typical television viewing, as well as to search
for music videos or other interests.
Negative issues arising from use were with Instagram and the negative and
aggressive comments posted (i.e., “nasty”) or when another family member (usually
the mother) were also members on the platform (i.e., on Facebook). Other explicit and
implicit uses, rules, and attitudes towards specific platforms were raised (i.e., the
urgency for Snapchat streaks maintenance, how Snapchat could become annoying if
used too frequently, and content that was politically correct to be posted online and
varying according to platform).
3.1.3 Specific social media apps use
Use of social media was reported by adolescents to be serving as a filler between
other activities and to counteract boredom or make up for the lack of after-school
activities. Use was reported to be more pronounced over weekends or during holidays
when the daily program was less structured and where access to friends offline was
15
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limited. SNS platforms filled this void and offered the possibility to connect with
friends regardless of geographic location.
Snapchat. Adolescents perceived Snapchat as an “inner circle” platform that
provided the opportunity to communicate personal matters to each other. By design,
Snapchat was perceived as encouraging the exchange of more personal information that
would otherwise not be easily shared in any other SNS. This sense of privacy facilitated
the exchange of private information, like a shared diary with closest friends. It was
therefore considered more fun, via the sharing of entertaining messages that participants
would not share on other platforms (i.e., Twitter), and it was favoured for its simplicity
and directness. A crucial finding was that Snapchat was viewed as having a more
discursive nature where adolescents perceive their actions as “talking” rather than using
it. Given the pervasiveness and the popularity of the platform among adolescent
populations, on Snapchat oral and text communication appeared to be equated and
collapsed into a single form of communication. News features were viewed positively
because they were perceived as expanding by offering new features, but at the same
time were viewed as less reliable and trustworthy.
Instagram. Instagram (along with Snapchat) was considered the most popular
app, involving the sharing of daily life moments, with more visuals, and selfpresentation opportunities for content creation and deliberation. Choice and flexibility
were seen as given to users, who could tailor the app as to how private or public they
wanted their account. Students of private schools preferred to have a private status,
whereas the students of state schools had a mixture of both public and private statuses
with acquisition of ‘friends of friends’ being considered positively. Instagram was
viewed as copying content from Snapchat. The photo feature was dominant, less so
than direct messages (DMs) and videos that were perceived mainly as Snapchat
features. Captions complemented the message of the photo and were seen as “telling
16
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the story behind” the photo. Selfies were not accompanied by comments, but if it was
a group photo, it was typically accompanied by a positive comment for the experience.
Pinterest – although less frequently mentioned – was used for inspiration (as well as
Instagram) on topics of artistic interest rather than communication (“…on everything,
fashion, bedroom ideas, hair, make-up, and dresses”). Other applications (i.e., Twitter,
Vine) were mentioned as less frequently used.
Finstagram (commonly referred to as ‘Finsta’) – a combination of the words
‘fake’ and ‘Instagram’ – refers to a second, more private account, that was perceived
to be a more entertaining and personal platform relating to more casual, fun, and
everyday moments. Finstas were reported by adolescents to feature unfiltered
photographic material (unlike the edited counterparts that appear on Instagram) that
represented a platform for sharing more realistic daily adolescent experiences.
3.2 Motivations for SNS use
Six main motivational themes driving adolescent online use emerged from the
data analysis: (i) symbiotic relationship with peers online via social media and
smartphone attachment, (ii) digital omnipresence related to control and loss of control,
(iii) emotion regulation and enhancement, (iv) idealization versus normalization of self
and others, (v) peer comparison and ego validation, (vi) functionality-facilitation of
communication functions. A summarized outline of the themes with their respective
subthemes and verbatim examples is provided in Table 2.

Table 2
The perceived motivations of SNS use in adolescent students: Results from a qualitative study with the
use of thematic analysis
Themes and Subthemes

Frequ
Verbatim Examples
ency
Theme 1: Symbiotic relationship with peers online via social media and smartphone attachment
Peer attachment and
15
“…because everything is on social media nowadays, I mean people meet in real life but when
enrichment of relationships
you don’t know somebody that’s like the first time you meet them is on social media.” (FG4M3)
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Pressure for availability

20

FoMO

8

I would prefer to put it aside until I am done with homework, but when you see a notification
popping up, you just go on immediately…” (FG1F7)
When you can’t reply, it makes you feel really agitated, get really angry, and you’re like ‘I need
to reply. I have to reply’…” (FG6F3)
“I don’t take it out of my hand unless I have to.” (FG4M4)

Smartphone attachment and
15
nomophobia
Theme 2: Digital omnipresence related to need for control and loss of control
Use=confidence and control 10
“People just have this new sense of confidence online where they think they can do whatever
they want.” (FG2F2)
‘Always on’ – No
20
“I live far away from my friends. I’d speak to them on Snapchat instead of texting…we are
geographical limits
across the world from each other, we still can talk.” (FG5F2)
Difficulty to control
20
“I do feel like people spend a lot of time on it. I don’t really know how you can stop people just
like from doing that, for me it carries on until I get bored.” (FG3M4)
Streak maintenance and
17
“I go to check my streaks first thing in the morning so I don’t lose them.” (FG3M2)
checking as habit
“I need to check or I feel bad” (FG5M3)
Phubbing
13
“I feel it is just like a nice filler, social media…when you can’t be bothered to speak to
someone…” (FG2F6)
Maintaining privacy
12
“The second account is a more private account.” (FG1F6)
Surveillance
8
“…then I would want to know what she was doing there and like investigate, do you know what I
mean?” (FG2F1)
Theme 3: Emotion regulation and enhancement
Counteract boredom
12
“Like when you’re bored, you just slip it out your pocket let’s be honest.” (FG4F1)
Mood booster
8
“It’s just a way to make me feel better.” (FG1F2)
Escapism/Distress
7
“Personally, it’s like an escape route and when you’ve got a lot on your plate, it helps me
distress.” (FG3M4)
Enjoyment/Learning
3
“I friend because they have fun stories or jokes or because of history I quite like history, so some
teach history.” (FG3M5)
Theme 4: Idealization versus normalization of self and others
Identity construction/self10
“I don’t know anything else but to be on my phone. I don’t quite know what to do with myself.”
presentation
(FG6F3)
Impression management
15
“It doesn’t matter if everybody looks awful and I look amazing I’m still going to post it.” (FG2F7)
Compensation for perceived 6
“Especially with filters and make up they can be sort of hiding things like mental illness, presenting
deficits or lack of social
a better self to show people that they’re fine.” (FG5F5)
skills
Realistic perspective taking
6
“At social media displaying a perfect body being very skinny, you still get that, you get more
obscure models, and especially with models there’s a lot of influence with normal models, what
you see at social media, you don't really see in magazines.” (FG2F4)
Plurality in representation
5
“…whereas on social media it’s just everyone who is deciding what they wanna post and it’s
and inclusion
better you’re not forced to say it is ok to be the skinny model, if you wanna look like a plus size
model, companies are trying to use the internet, minority models, there is more representation on
social media, but there is a real image you need to appeal to.” (FG2F5)
Drawing Inspiration
12
“…and for like Instagram and Pinterest, inspiration and stuff… everything, fashion, bedroom ideas,
hair, makeup, dresses.” (FG6F3)
Theme 5: Peer comparison and ego validation
Peer influence
6
“…or like trends, so like if nobody in the first place hadn’t got the idea that Snapchat was a cool
thing to use, then nobody else would have started using it.” (FG4F3)
Peer comparison/Judgement 5
“Even when you’re with your friends you’re like ‘oh look what she posted’…” (FG1F5)
passing
Fear of being judged/
10
“I get scared that someone will post a really ugly photo of me, I feel that people are so
avoiding value judgment
judgmental.” (FG2F5)
Need for validation and
15
(On Finsta) “That is way preferred, free from social comparison and scrutiny, where the posts are
considered as fun, relatable, normal, more of an inner circle thing, better to follow.” (FG2F6)
popularity
expectations for collective
10
“I expect nice comments, people to like it. …(selfies) just taking and putting it online for
positive peer feedback
popularity.” (FG2F3)
Sharing/self-disclosure &
20
“Snapchat a lot more, because it gets more personal, you can talk to your friends and say something
discovery of common
more personal, private…” (FG2F4), “You can see their interests…” (FG4M5)
interests
Theme 6: Functionality - facilitation of communication functions
Ease/convenience/
30
“It’s easier and more appealing to be on social media; it’s more usable, less effort, and available,
you’re reading a book but then you just can change that, there’s variety in social media” (FG1F8
variety/appeal/ mobility
prolongs access
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Facilitation of interpersonal
communication
Filler for lack of activities
Research and explore

30

Saves time

20

Facilitates homework

18

Multitasking

25

Appealing innovation of
platforms’ services

10

20
16

“When you have been talking to someone online for quite a while and then you meet them, then
it is less awkward.” (FG3M3)
“If somebody doesn’t have anything after school, they get bored and they go on it.” (FG3M2)
“To research and to find things out, like you can just Google anything, rather to than having to go
through to find stuff…you can also watch strong tutorials analyzing sensor weathering something
you wouldn’t be able to see; it is like a window to the world.” (FG2M2)
“Comparatively to talk to someone you can text them and they would reply whereas if you would
go and meet them, it would take half an hour.” (FG3M7)
“Personally when I’m on the Internet it makes the textbook almost irrelevant..it is easier to go on
social media when you’re on the Internet doing homework for school it’s easy to sidetrack but it’s
definitely useful with your work.” (FG5M5)
“It is not just the phone, it the fact that you can be in something and continue with something
else” (FG3M4)
“Snapchat, Instagram, they’re making it better every week…stories of professional gamers, so bit
of news, stuff you wouldn’t be reading in a magazine, so that’s quite cool, that’s a benefit of it.
Snapchat, it is quite good because it’s broadening; it’s interesting, it’s adding new stuff.”
(FG4M4)

Theme 1: Symbiotic relationship with peers online via social media and smartphone
attachment. One major theme arising from the analysis on motivations driving SNS use
was the symbiotic relationship with peers that was facilitated by the engagement with
social media and smartphones that provided instant access to peer interaction. Three
sub-themes were identified: (i) peer attachment and enrichment of relationships with
friends supported by the constant online peer presence, (ii) pressure for constant
availability and FoMO, and (iii) smartphone attachment and nomophobia.
1.1 Peer attachment and enrichment of relationships with friends, supported by the
constant online peer presence. Constant communication online (the ‘always on’
culture; Kuss & Griffiths, 2017) with current friends and making new friends was
perceived as a key driver of adolescent use of SNSs. Contact with current friends was
initiated, maintained, and nurtured via social media, and the first point of contact and
impressions about new friends came from their online presence. Therefore, social
media profiles served as a source of an individual’s biography, offering information
about the adolescent’s life and activities. A preference for online communication as a
first point of contact was expressed rather than for face-to-face contact, as it was
experienced by adolescents to be a more secure way of interaction. Therefore, new
contact initiation was viewed as facilitated when conducted initially online. Meeting
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new friends was accomplished by befriending ‘friends of friends’, which was not
perceived by adolescents as a threat, as long as there was no financial or sexual
solicitation involved. However, meeting online first and then offline was often
accompanied with experiences of disappointment due to the discrepancy between
online and offline appearance because the offline image was often not found to match
up the online, due to the use of filters and other enhancement mechanisms. Therefore,
the expectations regarding appearance formed prior to meeting was met with
disappointment that led to an expressed overall preference for online contact.
1.2 Pressure for constant availability and FoMO. Online presence was accompanied
by expectations for constant availability by peers which was experienced by
adolescents as a form of pressure when unable to do so. The peer pressure experienced
to be constantly checking online messages and notifications was also reported as
frustrating and causing distress, but ultimately as a source of temptation that they were
unable to control, which consequently caused disruption, especially when doing
homework: When messages were not reciprocated, the senders perceived this as a sign
of being ignored. Similarly, FoMO drove adolescent social media use and was
experienced by adolescents who reported feelings of anxiety when (i) they were missing
out on opportunities to spend time with friends, (ii) there was a need for awareness of
what their friends were doing, and/or (iii) there was a need to follow friends’ activities.
FoMO was amplified by peer pressure for constant availability and via nomophobia
that was associated with smartphone attachment, because adolescents experienced
anxiety if their smartphone was not within their immediate reach. However, when
discussing FoMO, few adolescents were critical of this emotional response, because
they perceived it as exaggerated and lacking realistic grounds due to their experiences
suggesting that nothing important was ultimately missed. However, they expressed an
apparent compulsion to check their social media accounts and an obsessive
20
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preoccupation (“I need to check, or I feel bad”, FG5M3). Others expressed practical
considerations if they were unable to have access, such as missing out on opportunities
for last minute arranged outings with peers.
1.3 Smartphone attachment and nomophobia. Smartphones were viewed as significant
others and there was a strong attachment developed and a reported interest and
investment in the devices. This was expressed from facilitating online access to peers
to providing identity, was imbued with powerful capabilities that were transferred to
the adolescent. However, this attachment was often perceived as being at the expense
of offline social interaction. When access to a mobile was not possible, this was
followed by a negative mood and behaviour towards others.
Theme 2: Digital omnipresence related to need for control and loss of control. This
theme comprised the following sub-themes: (i) use grants confidence and control, (ii)
‘always on’ - no geographic boundaries, (iii) difficulty to control, (iv) streak
maintenance and checking as habit, (v) phubbing, (vi) maintaining privacy, and (vii)
surveillance.
2.1 Use grants confidence and control. Online use was perceived as providing
additional confidence to the adolescent and a feeling of omnipotence that related to a
sense of control. This confidence was facilitated by various affordances (i.e., likes,
followers) and the use of communication enhancement features (i.e., airbrush, emojis),
which empowered adolescents to control impressions, relationships, content and selfexpression in order to maintain this positive emotion, however, this was perceived as
an act to control popularity.
2.2 ‘Always on’, no geographic boundaries & difficulty to control. For adolescents
there was a need for being constantly online, interacting with friends and relatives,
maintaining online contact by offsetting geographic boundaries, thus exhibiting control
over their social interactions. At the same time, adolescents reported difficulty in
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resisting the pressure for constant online presence and unsuccessful efforts to set limits
in online communications.
2.3 Streak maintenance and checking as a compulsive habit. Adolescents reported the
urge to maintain their streaks, which was given first priority in their daily schedules
and was reported as being a compulsive habit of high importance to the individual
(urgency, prioritized, and performed every day). This need appeared to be facilitated
by ease of accessibility and habit formation that maintained a vicious cycle of need for
constant use.
2.4 Phubbing. Behaviours like phubbing – snubbing another person by concentrating
on one’s device while in the presence of that individual (Karadağ et al., 2015) – were
reported and viewed as a way to exercise control in unwanted social interactions.
Adolescents considered phubbing as an impolite and uncivil behaviour. However, it
was legitimized as behaviour when in the presence of undesirable peers.
2.5 Maintaining privacy and surveillance. Maintaining a second, private account to
share with close friends satisfied their needs for privacy and ease of self-expression.
Online presence was driven also by a need to be aware of what peers are doing at any
given moment, which guided their own actions.
Theme 3: Emotional regulation and enhancement. Social media platforms were
perceived to facilitate regulation and enhancement of emotions. Three sub-themes were
identified: (i) counteracting boredom, (ii) mood boosting and escapism to relieve
distress, and (iii) enriching entertainment and learning.
3.1 Counteracting boredom. Turning to social media use was seen as an automatic
response to overcome boredom or lack of other activities. This was made possible
through mechanisms of passive exposure to content and via more active methods, such
as self-disclosure, encouraging reciprocity, or self-affirmation through content creation.
3.2 Mood boosting and escapism to relieve distress. SNS use was expressed by
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adolescents as enhancing their emotional state. Additionally, it was perceived as an
outlet when under pressure that aided the adolescent in escaping from distress and
negative emotionality.
3.3 Enriching entertainment and learning. Adolescents reported that both
entertainment and learning from online content and each other was perceived as a driver
of SNS involvement and was seen as a positive emotional experience of enrichment.
Theme 4: Idealization versus normalization of self and others. This theme comprised
the following sub-themes: (i) idealized identity construction for self-presentation,
impression management, and compensation for perceived deficits or lack of social
skills, (ii) realistic perspective-taking, plurality in representation, and inclusion, and
(iii) drawing inspiration.
4.1 Idealized identity construction for self-presentation, impression management, and
compensation for perceived deficits. Adolescents appeared to engage in social media
use because these platforms offered many opportunities for idealized identity
construction and/or to make up for other perceived inefficiencies. Selfie-taking was the
consequent behaviour for such self-promotion. Adolescents reported investing time and
energy in constructing and presenting an enhanced version of their self, via meticulous
manipulation of selfies (with the use of filters, airbrushes, etc.) and/or selective
uploading of photographic material. Consequently, self-presentation on SNSs was a
major part of identity construction that was facilitated by SNS tools and was reflected
in the choice of images uploaded, satisfying the standards of beauty or competence for
peer acceptance. Adolescents discussed this tendency to portray a less accurate image
online in favour of a more idealized identity profile online. This was deliberate and
viewed as necessary because the profile was visible to closer friends, but also
simultaneously to more distant affiliations. In the case of one female adolescent, social
media was viewed as providing her with an identity: “I don’t know anything else but to
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be on my phone. I don’t quite know what to do with myself.” (FG6F3). Compensation
for perceived deficits (i.e., having a mental illness or lack of social skills) was another
driver for social media engagement.
4.2 Realistic perspective-taking, plurality in representation, and inclusion. Adolescents
perceived that representation on social media was more normalized, inclusive, and
representative of general population characteristics of colour, race, ethnicity, and
standards of beauty than those appearing in traditional media. This inclusive
representation was viewed in a positive way and was suggested as further reinforcement
for the choice of digital versus traditional media. Need for normalization was also
expressed via the use of the second accounts, the ‘Finstagrams’, where selfrepresentation was casual and ordinary contrary to the ideal images depicted on
‘Instagram’.
4.3 Drawing inspiration. SNSs, primarily Instagram and Pinterest, were perceived as
the platforms that adolescents found inspirational because of being presented with ideas
on various topics from home décor to personal grooming that they could then utilize in
their own daily lives.
Theme 5: Peer comparison and ego validation. Social comparison and validation was
suggested as a key motivation of social media use for adolescents. This theme
comprised the following sub-themes: (i) peer/social comparison, peer influence, and
inevitable value judgement, (ii) fear of being judged and need to avoid value judgement
(iii) need for validation, popularity and expectations for collective positive peer
feedback, and (iv) sharing, self-disclosure, and discovery of common interests.
5.1 Peer/social comparison, peer influence and inevitable value judgement.
Adolescents engaged in social comparison on various levels (i.e., appearance and
performance) and was considered an innate human need. Peer comparison was viewed
as an inevitable process taking place on SNSs. This comparison led to the need to
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promote the most favourable personal photos, disregarding others’ appearance on the
photos. Judgement and criticism towards others were perceived as inevitable and were
accompanied with fear of how they are perceived themselves by others.
5.2 Need for validation, popularity, and expectations for collective positive peer
feedback. The act of content enhancement was underlined by a need for popularity that
fuelled expectations for endorsement and validation through the generation and
accumulation of ‘likes’, ‘comments’, ‘followers’ and/or a high number of ‘friends’. The
higher the number of likes and collective peer feedback, the higher the perceived
acceptability was considered to be.
5.3 Sharing, self-disclosure, and discovery of common interests. Sharing and selfdisclosure were endemic in adolescent communication via specific social media
channels that were considered more appropriate for private communication and free
from peer scrutiny. Through the process of sharing and disclosing, common interests
were identified that served as additional incentive for SNS use.
Theme 6: Functionality – facilitation of communication functions. This theme
comprised seven sub-themes: (i) facilitating everyday communication, ease,
convenience, variety and appeal, (ii) social facilitation of interpersonal communication
(iii) being a filler for lack of activities, (iv) research and exploration, (v) saving time
and facilitating homework, (vi) multitasking, and (vii) appealing innovation of
platforms. Adolescents reported communicating via SNSs for various functional
reasons and to complement offline communication (e.g., to make plans to meet with
friends offline or talk online, to share news with friends that live further away, to find
information and promote learning through exploration and research). Additionally, they
reported social media could be used to assist with homework assignments and to be
informed about schoolwork they had missed. Adolescents spoke of schoolteachers’
expectations to catch up on schoolwork via contact with friends. Moreover, the ability
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to multitask was viewed as saving time. Furthermore, novel services offered by social
media platforms were considered an additional benefit to users, in spite of their
questionable quality.

4. Discussion
The present qualitative study explored adolescents’ personal views and attitudes
towards uses and key motivational factors for social media use and identified control
processes related to motivations for SNS use in adolescence. Adolescents reported that
SNS use formed a dominant part of their lives, offering both positive and negative affect
experiences from use, and confirming previous findings (Weinstein, 2018). SNS use is
part of a new youth culture with shared beliefs, rules, and meaning that is distinct from
adult interaction (Vaterlaus et al., 2016). Consistent with previous research (Tulane,
2012), adolescents talked about uses, rules, and attitudes towards specific platforms.
Findings suggested that SNSs were perceived as offering distinct functions and
features, but also to be converging with the adoption of successful competitor services.
The diversity of platforms appeared to serve a different functional use of entertainment
and communication between the adolescents serving a larger public or private network
of friends, or the smaller group of friends closer to the adolescent.
Social media use therefore appeared to be influenced by the context and
affordances of SNSs and motives via the dynamic interaction with peers online.
Instagram and Snapchat were found to complement each other and were used in tandem
by adolescents. Instagram was perceived to offer an enhanced ‘slice of everyday life’
to be shared either in a public or in private status. Adolescents perceived Snapchat as
an “inner circle” platform to share more personal, entertaining personal stories,
confirming prior research demonstrating that Snapchat is primarily used for
communication with close friends and family as an ‘easier and funnier’ alternative to
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other instant messaging services (Piwek & Joinson, 2016). Facebook was the least
preferred SNS by adolescents for reasons of complexity of design as well as being
viewed as the platform of choice for ‘older generations’, reflecting the migration to
other platforms (Snapchat, Instagram) observed in usage rates.
Apart from uses, the present study mainly explored motivations for SNS use
that have been found to be critical in the pursuit of goal-oriented behaviour and to
facilitate or inhibit psycho-emotional development (Council on Communications and
Media, 2016), partially determining effects on identity, intimacy, and sexuality
(Valkenburg & Peter, 2011). The key themes identified – related to smartphone and
peer attachment, need to control identity portrayal, content and relationships, use for
emotion regulation and need to define self and social reality (others) on an idealization
versus normalization spectrum – offered an in-depth account beyond motivational
factors proposed in the current literature. These findings highlighted control
mechanisms, namely the need to control and exert peer influence on content,
relationships, self-presentation, and impressions. The need to exert control represents a
human psychological and biological necessity (Leotti, Iyengar, & Ochsner, 2010) that
may be more relevant to adolescents since they are particularly sensitive to the rewardsensitizing effects of social stimuli that further undermine their capacity to withhold
impulsive responding (Albert, Chein, & Steinberg, 2013). This motive of control in the
context of social media was found to be reinforced by FoMO, smartphone attachment,
and nomophobia, which fuelled the need for constant presence. Furthermore, digital
omnipresence to control led to prolonged engagement and perceived loss of control
over use.
These findings may be explained by Perceptual Control Theory (PCT; Powers,
1973). According to PCT, all behaviours are driven by individuals’ need to control their
perceptual experience. Behaviour is therefore organized around the control of
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individuals’ own perceptions and the reduction of the discrepancy that potentially
arises. Discrepancy occurs when two competing goals are conflicting or may be
mutually exclusive. This causes conflict that leads to distress and the behaviour is then
continually re-adjusted to reduce that discrepancy. According to this model, which acts
on perception, comparison and action providing a feedback loop, it could be
hypothesized that adolescents are motivated to behave on social media in a way that is
consistent with their perceptions and through peer comparison leads their actions and
constantly re-organizes their behaviour to reduce distress. High urgency and intensity
of need for control may drive specific maladaptive SNS-related behaviours, such as
compulsive checking, a cause of clinical and developmental concern (Barry et al.,
2017), or FoMO, and may lead to problematic use of SNSs and potentially to SNS
addiction. Additional motives for connectedness, validation, self-expression,
enhancement and utility to facilitate communication functions were also identified,
confirming previous findings (Al-Menayes, 2015; Barker, 2009; Beyens et al., 2016;
Boyd, 2007; Burrow & Rainone, 2017; Chotpitayasunondh & Douglas, 2016; Helms et
al., 2014; Kwak, Choi, & Lee, 2014; Mascheroni, Vincent, & Jimenez, 2015;
Przybylski et al., 2013; Toma & Hancock, 2013; Utz et al., 2011).
Justification for the first motivational theme, i.e., symbiotic relationship with
peers online via social media and smartphone attachment, may be found in
psychodynamic perspectives and more recent scholarly work. During adolescence,
there is a primary need for personal expression, feedback, and validation from peers,
similar to the one expressed towards primary attachment figures (Choi & Toma, 2014).
It has been hypothesized that this need has been amplified due to the erosion of the
family function, which has been displaced by identification models increasingly met in
the digital realm (Ermann, 2004). Adolescents experience smartphones as part of the
self, connected to the devices in a unique personalized way as an object that offers a
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connection between the self and the world (Konok, Gigler, Bereczky, & Miklósi, 2016;
Konok, Pogány, & Miklósi, 2017). These objects are emotionally invested with
qualities of omnipotence and become “a reassuring extension of motivations,
personality and inner psychological life” (Suler, 2016, p. 135). Object attachment has
been regarded by previous scholars as a mechanism for anxiety reduction (Litt, 1986)
and recent evidence has supported this (the ‘adult pacifier hypothesis’; Melumad,
2017). Therefore, smartphone use, which is intertwined with SNS use, arguably
nourishes this symbiotic relationship with peers and the object-device.
Digital omnipresence in order to exercise and maintain control of the online
environment and relationships and the potential loss of control over this formed the
second motivational theme. The symbiotic relationship and attachment to the online
community was expressed as the need to be constantly online (omnipresence) and was
reinforced by peer expectations for constant access and availability. The need to belong
and fear of ostracism have been identified as key motivators for online behaviour and
have been positively associated with perceived expectations and obligation for
immediate online reciprocity (Mai, Freudenthaler, Schneider, & Vorderer, 2015). IMs
have been found to enhance connection in existing relationships (Vaterlaus et al., 2016).
However, FoMO has been found to mediate the relationship between increased SNS
use and decreased self-esteem, potentially reinforcing a detrimental vicious cycle of
use, leading to feelings of inadequacy (Buglass et al., 2017). FoMO was expressed in
the present study as a driver of SNS engagement and could be interpreted as an
expression of the peer attachment dynamic, reflecting potentially the fear of disruption
of this attachment. In a recent study on Facebook use, FoMO was found to make the
single largest contribution to SNS addiction (Pontes, Taylor, & Stavropoulos, 2018)
and can therefore be considered to be a maladaptive mechanism leading to increased
unconscious motivation for SNS engagement.
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The third theme was emotional enhancement and mood modification.
Adolescents reported using SNS to change or enhance their emotional state. This
finding has received prior empirical support (Myrick, 2015; Utz et al., 2011) and
appears in the literature, as achieved by asking for help (Zaki & Williams, 2013) or
social sharing of emotion (Hidalgo, Tan, & Verlegh, 2015; Rimé, 2009), posting
socially positive emotions or personally relevant emotions (Bazarova, Choi, Schwanda
Sosik, Cosley, & Whitlock, 2015) or curation of a personal profile that can boost
perceptions of self-worth (Toma & Hancock, 2013). Overcoming or avoiding boredom
has been suggested as another motivation for SNS use (Ryan, Chester, Reece, & Xenos,
2014; Waheed, Anjum, Rehman, & Khawaja, 2017). Boredom is associated with
purposeless browsing and loss of time, and boredom proneness is a risk factor in the
development of internet addiction (Chou, Chang, & Yen, 2018; Lin, Lin, & Wu, 2009)
and internet communication disorder (Wegmann, Ostendorf, & Brand, 2018).
However, recent evidence suggests that boredom also has positive functions and may
aid creative thinking and redefine life goals and purposeful behaviour (Bench & Lench,
2013; Caldwell, Darling, Payne, & Bowdy, 1999; Mann, 2017; Throuvala, Griffiths,
Rennoldson, & Kuss, 2018a; Tilburg & Igou, 2017).
The fourth theme reflecting motivational factors for SNS use was the need to
define and critically evaluate behaviours (of others versus the self) along the continuum
of idealization to normalization. First, the need for popularity expressed by adolescents
has received empirical support as the strongest and most consistent motivational factor
(Utz et al., 2011). A powerful need to present an ideal image online via SNSs along
with need for its validation was expressed by adolescents in the present study.
Simultaneously, there is increasingly an expressed need for more normalization and
authentic, realistic and entertaining self-expression amongst the closer circle of friends
on platforms such as Snapchat and the creation of ‘Finstagram’. Evidence suggests that
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SNS use allows for self-presentation and peer comparison to occur (Mascheroni et al.,
2015) and these influences interact and co-construct ideal standards of beauty, which
have a critical role in self-perception, self-esteem, and identity development (Boyd,
2007; Meier & Gray, 2014).
The fifth theme – need for peer comparison and ego validation – is in
accordance with the developmental goals of adolescence to achieve identity formation,
and SNSs provide the opportunities for adolescents to do so via self-presentation that
is subject to peer judgment (Walther et al., 2011) while adolescents strive for a balance
between ideal and real representation (Chua & Chang, 2016). Previous research has
identified a gap between teenage girls' self-beliefs and perceived peer standards of
beauty, with low self-esteem and insecurity driving edited self-presentation and pursuit
of peer recognition (Chua & Chang, 2016). Positive self-presentation is therefore a need
to be realized that has been associated with feelings of anxiety about peer evaluation
(Guyer et al., 2014, 2012). Peer positive appraisal leads to positive self-evaluation – a
psychic condition termed as ‘extimacy’ (Tisseron, 2016). A study that examined the
number of ‘likes’ individuals received on their Facebook profile pictures was positively
associated with self-esteem, but influence was moderated by a greater sense of purpose
(Burrow & Rainone, 2017). Finally, the sixth theme of functionality highlighted the
utility aspect of social media use and has received prior empirical support (Al-Menayes,
2015).
Furthermore, evidence suggest that specific structural characteristics (e.g.,
Snapchat streaks) and key features of SNSs (i.e., live videos, the placement of filters
for the enhancement of photos prior to posting) reinforce the motives for use (Griffiths,
2018). Specific behaviours (constant checking), if not performed, resulted in anxiety
and negative emotionality. These behaviours involve the performance of habitual or
ritualistic actions that amplify engagement. The present study identified a control
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motive as driving adolescent social media that may be reinforced by FoMO,
nomophobia and powerful emergent structural characteristics of SNS. Similarly to
games, where the acquisition of artefacts or rewards reinforce the gamer into
prolonging the gaming experience (Griffiths & Nuyens, 2017; King, Herd, &
Delfabbro, 2018), SNSs exhibit a plethora of structural features that engage adolescents
further in habitual behaviours (Griffiths, 2018; Turel & Osatuyi, 2018). SNS intensity
and network size have been found as significant predictors of mobile SNS applications
which are associated with smartphone addiction (Salehan & Negahban, 2013). These
features potentially shift users from a connecting experience that adds value, to one
with emphasis on the quantity of interaction (i.e., number of streaks, number of likes
on selfie-postings, etc.). Urgency and intensity of habit and need to control content can
define these as adaptive or maladaptive processes (i.e., the need for belonging versus
FoMO). FoMO has been suggested as one of the predictors of smartphone addiction
and smartphone addiction to phubbing (Chotpitayasunondh & Douglas, 2016; Kuss &
Griffiths, 2017). Together with peer pressure, these tendencies may lead to compulsive
or addictive behaviours that are a cause of clinical or developmental concern
(Balakrishnan & Griffiths, 2017; Barry et al., 2017; Bij de Vaate, Veldhuis, Alleva,
Konijn, & van Hugten, 2018; Stead & Bibby, 2017).
Finally, the present study also found a perceived merging of oral and text/instant
messenger (IM) communication on SNSs. Adolescents’ oral communication was found
to be equivalent with text communication in the minds of adolescents. Availability and
access to SNSs via smartphones have facilitated the passage from traditional verbal and
face-to-face communication methods to text-based IM communication. This finding
partially reflects the simultaneous use of diverse live communication features (i.e., text,
photo, video, stories, emojis, filters etc.) and is in line with previous research that
purports that IMs complement more traditional forms of communication for
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relationship maintenance in everyday communication (Ramirez & Broneck, 2009).
Although there is evidence that SNS and IMs reinforce communication, intensified by
the use of smartphones (Kwak et al., 2014) as well as enhancing life satisfaction
(Dienlin, Masur, & Trepte, 2017), this perceived merging of oral and text
communication has neurophysiological and potential psycho-emotional and
communication implications that are in need of further investigation (Colgin, 2013;
Gindrat, Chytiris, Balerna, Rouiller, & Ghosh, 2015; Tatum, DiCiaccio, Kipta,
Yelvington, & Stein, 2016).
4.1 Limitations of the present study
The small purposive sample was appropriate for this exploratory study, but
findings in terms of generalizability should be replicated with larger and more diverse
adolescent samples and by using different methods to collect data concerning these
themes in future research. Focus groups were the primary source of data collection and
are sensitive to biases of group setting, such as focusing more on a selective topic of
discussion, which may influence the group decision-making. Second, the sample was
homogeneous in terms of ethnic background (UK adolescents). Third, the recruitment
strategy itself involved the voluntary choice of students by the school administrators
that could potentially include students who do not face any problems with their online
use or the deliberate choice of students who may be experiencing problems with
internet use as a way to encourage the respective students to discuss their experiences.
Additionally, generalization of findings should be viewed with caution in terms of their
temporal validity, given the rapid changes in technological advancement and
developments in the provision of social media services, which may direct motivational
factors to other aspects or forms of social media engagement, potentially altering usage
behaviours (i.e., preference for short live video features versus text chats).
4.2 Implications and recommendations
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This line of research can aid the design of interventions that address parental
mediation strategies and the understanding of the adolescent perspective in forming
effective communication approaches towards moderate use. Motivations research may
contribute to prevention efforts of maladaptive tendencies that may lead to psychoemotional problems by focusing on targeting compulsive tendencies before they
escalate and reach a level of clinical significance. By re-evaluating the role of
motivations, intervention strategies may then incorporate activities that address these
motivations for peer attachment dynamics, identity formation, and self-presentation,
providing alternative channels of self-worth. These findings may also be utilized in
schools and community settings, as well as help inform public policy and clinical
practice to target screen overuse (Altenburg, Kist-van Holthe, & Chinapaw, 2016), and
smartphone and social media addiction (Kuss & Griffiths, 2017; Throuvala, Griffiths,
Rennoldson, & Kuss, 2018b). Individual and peer processes (i.e., deficient selfregulation, and strong habitual use) or mediating variables (i.e., peers’ time spent on
SNSs) may influence adolescent motives and dependence on SNS use and are in need
of further investigation (Chua & Chang, 2016; Lee & Cheung, 2014; Thadani, 2011).
Future research should further examine the role of control in the acquisition,
development, maintenance, and recurrence of problematic smartphone and SNS use.
Additionally, research should examine the context in relation to motivation, gender
differences, and platform-specific and feature-specific motivations and preferences
(i.e., Instant Messenger for relational maintenance and sustaining involvement)
(Marino, Mazzieri, Caselli, Vieno, & Spada, 2018; Ramirez & Broneck, 2009).
Exploring mediating factors, such as the role of educators, parents, and peers
(Ragelienė, 2016), may facilitate a greater understanding and address with specificity
maladaptive behaviours in prevention and treatment.
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5. Conclusion
Adolescence is a developmental period of increased emotional and cognitive
changes with key developmental tasks being served by the engagement with social
media. Motivations are key in understanding major drivers to adolescent SNS use
which is increasingly forming a major component of adolescent screen time. Their
study should be regularly updated given the evolving adolescent communication needs
and trends developed by the technological affordances of new social media products
and services that encourage new uses.
The present study addressed participants’ current uses and perceptions of
motives that underpin SNS preferences and identified potentially dysfunctional
mechanisms that reinforce motives for online engagement in SNSs. Key motivations
for social media use were social, psychological, and functional and were based on six
motivational themes, reflecting constant interactivity and a symbiotic relationship with
peers via smartphones, the need for control of content and relationships and to construct
social reality along the idealization-normalization continuum. To our knowledge, the
motives of peer symbiotic relationship, smartphone attachment, use for emotion
regulation and spectrum of idealization versus normalization have not been yet
identified as motivational factors in the literature. Additional motives that emerged
were their use for emotion regulation, enhancement, peer comparison, ego validation,
and for utility. Adolescents equated texting with talking on specific social networking
sites, a finding that needs to be further investigated along with its implications. Control
motives amplify use of platform features (i.e., Snapchat streaks) and the occurrence of
anxiety-inducing mechanisms (i.e., FoMO), which potentially reinforce compulsive
patterns of social media use.
Addressing motivational drivers and perceptions of use offers the adolescent
perspective and a window of opportunity to use these insights in interventions for
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dysfunctional smartphone use, suicide prevention, or eating disorders (Meier & Gray,
2014). Additionally, it may provide an understanding of the dynamics of the eager
embracement of the social media environment and its psychological risks in
adolescence.
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